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gO. INTRODUCTION

  In this paper we shal1 discuss the class of Ricci-flat manifolds called hyper-
Kahler manifolds. A hyper-K6hler manifold is, by definition, a Riemannian mani-
fold equipped with three complex structures I, J, K satisfying the quaternionic re-
lations, with respect to al1 of which the metric is Kalilerian. The standard example
of hyper-Kahler manifold is the vector space over the quaternion. The well known
compact hyper-Ktihler manifolds are K3 surfaces and even dimensional complex
tori. A class of hyper-IÅqti[hler manifolds arises as moduli spaces of certain geometric
structures, such as the moduli spaces of instantons on S4, monopoles on R3 or
Higgs bundles on Riemannian surfaces.
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  Eguchi-Hanson firstly discovered an interesting example of noncompact complete
hyper-Kahler manifold which is diffeomorphic to the holomorphic cotangent bundle
of CPi. Its 4m dimensional generalization was obtained by Calabi. He showed that

the holomorphic cotangent bundle of CPM has a hyper-IÅqtihler structure. Gibbons-
Hawking constructed hyper-IÅq5hler structures on all minimal resolutions of rational
doub}e points of type Ak. They are called hyper-lÅqahler 4 manifolds of type Ak.
IÅqreRhelmter-Nakajima constructed 4m dimeRsional nencompaet complete hyper-
KgNer maRifolds which gexxeralize hyper-IÅqEhler 4 manifo}ds of type Ak. IR IG-l],
'Åíhe auther ha$ studied geometrical aBd topologlcal propertles of these hyper-Kah}er

4m manifolds of type Ak.

  The first purpose of this paper is to construct new families of noncompact com-
plte hyper-K5hler 4 manifolds. In [G-2], we shall give the 4m dimensional general-
ization. The following table (i) will show the significance of our new manifolds.

Hyper-Kahler manifolds of type A

4dim 4mdlm(mÅrl)

Al T*Åëpi T'ÅqCpm
(byEguchi-Hanson) (byCalabi)

Ak Hyper-Ktihler4rnanifoldsof 4mdimensionalhyper-
typeAk IÅqahlerrnanifoldsoftypeAk

(byGibbons-Hawking) (in[KN],IG-1])

Aoo Hyper-Kghlermanifolds 4mdimensioRalhyper-
oftypeAoo IÅq5klermaRifelds

(coRstruc#edinthlspaper) oftypeAoo
(coxxstructedifiIG-2])

A+oo Hyper-Kahlerrnanifolds 4mdirnensionalhyper-
oftypeA+. Ktihlermanifolds
(in[AKL]) oftypeAg6

(Åëonstructedin[G-2])

Tab}e (i)

  As showll in Table (i), we obtaiB twe Åíamll!es of type A.. aad ef type A-.l.-.
In 4 dimensional case, hyper-Kahler manifolds of type A+.. were constructed by
Anderson-Kronheimer-Lebrun [AIÅqL]. But' our construction is different from their

construction. Our construction of hyper-K5hler 4-rnanifolds of type A.. is well
understood by the comparison with IÅqronheimer's construction of hyper-IÅqahler 4-
manifolds of type Ak. This cornparison will be well explained by the following table
(ii)'
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      Construction
of hyper-IÅqahler 4 manifolds

       of type Ak
     by Kronheimer

cycl ic group rk of order
     in SU(2)

k+1

extended Dynkin diagram
       of type Ak

regular representation R
        of rk

   module over H
M = (End(R) xc H)Fk

 Lie group
G == U(R)rk

hyper-Kdhler moment map pa

The hyper-Kahler quotient pa- (C)/G

      Construction
of hyper-Kahler 4 manifolds
       of type Aoo
      in this paper

maximal torusSi
   in SU(2)

extended Dynkin d
      of type Aoo

---  ----CF-K)--•••

lagram

-- ().o- •

regular re presentatlon
  of Sl

L2(si)

     Hilbert manifold
th c (Hom(L2(S')) ÅqgÅrc H)S'

Hilbert Lie group
G c U(L2(si))s'

MclP p given by (O-1)

Our new quotlent pa-i(c)/G

                               Table (ii)

  Let us explain Kronheimer's construction briefiy. His construction has relied on
the hyper-Kahler quotient construction. He has used the regular representation
R of rk to construct the H module M = (Hom(R,) Xc IH[)rk and the Lie group
G == U(R)rk, where M is a set of Pk-invariant elements of Hom(R) Xc H and G is

the set of rk-invariant unitary map of R. The Lie group G acts on the IH[-module
M preserving its hyper-IÅqaliler structure. Then we have the hyper-K2ihler moment
map pa: M - ImH XR g' , where ImH is the imaginary part of the quaternion
and g' the dual space of the Lie algebra of G. For generic C E ImlH[ (2b g', we
obtain a hyper-Kahler manifold pa-i(C)/G. Then Kronheimer has showed that this
hyper-Kahler manifold u-i(C)/G coincides with hyper-IÅqtihler manifold of type Ak.

Moreover he has showed that this construction can be described in terms of the
extended Dynkin diagram. (Note that Kronheimer has constructed hyper-IÅqahler
metrics on all minimal resolutions of rational double points,)

  In our case of hyper-Kahler manifolds of type A.., we shal1 use the regular
representation L2(Si) of the max"imal torus Si of SU(2) to construct the HIIbert

rnanifold M and the Hilbert Lie group G. The HIIbert manifold M is a subset
of (Hom(L2(Si)) xc H)Si of Si-invariant elements of Hom(L2(Si)) xc IH[, where
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Hom(L2(Si)) is the set of operators of L2(Si) whose domains are dense, rlrhe
HIIbert Lie group & is a subgroup of Si-invariarxt unitary operators U(L2(Si))Si.

An element of th can be regarded as a H valued operator cr + P7', where a,P are
opera#ors of L2(Si). We shall defixxe the map P fi"oii} .su to Imee Xg" by

(o-i) {:ela.'.6di3 M; S[gkor']raI6',?']"

wkere pa = #i+ rei Theg a hyper-KaMer maRifold of gype A.. will be ceRstructed
as a quotient space pa-i(Åq)/G for generic Åq E Imes Xg'. Moreever we shall show
that our construction can be described in terrns of the extended Dynkin diagram
of type A.. in table (ii). For the construction of hyper-K5hler manifolds of type
AEts, we shall use the representation space L2+(Si) of L2 functions on the circle Si

wbose negative Fourier eoeracients vanlsh. Tken we follow the same procedure as
k} type A... This constTuctiefi of type f41Il6 corresponds to the fol}owlRg exteltded

Dynkin diagram of type Aas.

/ !1
Dt--c",--•

   /
-- o- ---•

  where each vertex has the weight number 1.
  The second pux'pose of this paper is to discuss the relation between hyper-IÅqahler

mtrnifolds of type Aoo and elliptie fibrations. Let Xc be the hyper-Kaher manifold
ef type A... Whexx we ceBsider a certain subfamily of hyper-Kahler manifo}d$ oÅí
type Ao., we can choose a speeial coraplex structure I afid a hQlomorphic symplectic
form cvc on each Xc in this subfamily. Then there exist three kind of actiong. on
XÅq. At first C' acts on Xc preserving l and wc. We denote by Åë the holomorphic
moirxent map on Xc for the action of C'. ( We shall describe this moment rnap
Åë explic!tely. ) Secondly there exks the holomerphic action of an additive group
Z oxx XÅq. SIRce tke momeRg map Åë is iRvariakt wader the action of Z, we have a
map di from the quotient spaee XÅq/bZ to C for any positive integer b. Denote by

A the disk { t ff Åë 1 [tl Åq 1 }. X7Vhen we restrict the map di to the inverse
image fp-i(A), we have the map fp : fp-'(A) --År t{)L. Then we obtain the following

Theorem.

Maln theorem. es : Åë-i(A) --, A is biholeniorphic to the fibre space of ef2ipSic

curves of type Jb.

                    Xc - Xc/bZ - Åë-i(A)
                        Xl4 S$

                                 C-A
Remark. All fibre space of elliptiÅë curves over the disk were cla$sified by a celebrated

theorem of Kodira. Our notation is the same as im his paper [IÅqIÅq].
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Colollary. The hyper-Kaliler 4 inanifold of typeA.. is the universal cover of the
fibre space of elliptic curves of type lb.

  Finally we shall show that there exists the holomorphic involution a on Xc. By
the action of a, we can obtain the fibre space of elliptic curves of type Ib'. In the

final theorem of this paper, we shall diccuss hyper-IÅqahler manifolds of type D...
We shall show that hyper-Kahler manifolds of type D.. can be constructed by the
regular representation of the normalizer of Si in Sp(1) as in type Aoo [G-4].

                       Sl. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

  In this section, we shall give a brief review of the hyper-Kahler quotient con-
struction and Kronheimer's result.

Definition 1-1. A hyper-Ka-hler structure on a Riemannian manifold (X,g) con-
sists of three almost complex structures (I, J, K) which satisfy following conditions

   (i)
               g(u,v) = g(Iu,lv) = g(Ju, Jv) == g(Ku,Kv).

   (2)
             I2 = J2 = K2 = -1, V= -JI =KE End(TX).

   (3) Let V be a Levi-Civita connection of (X,g). Then

vl= vJ = vls" = o.

  A hyper-Ka-hler manifold is a Riemannian manifold with a hyper-Kahler struc-
ture. Especially the module over the quaternion is a standard example of a hyper-
Kahler manifold. Next we define a hyper-IÅq5hler moment map. Let (X,g,I, J, K)
be a hyper-Kahler manifold. We assume that a Lie group G acts on X so as to
preserve the hyper-Kahler structure of X. Each element e E g of the Lie algebra of
G defines a vector field e" on X by the action of G.

Definition 1-2. A hypeT-Ka"hler moment map for the action of G on M is a map
LL = iva + 1' ttJ + ktLK: M - ImHÅqE9 g' which satisfies

pi. (gx) = Ad;(va. )(x), x E M,g E G,a= 1, 2, 3
Åq4, dpt i.År = i( 4" )cv i. , C E g,a = 1, 2,3

where (Ii,I2,I3) == (I, J, K), g' the dual space of g, Ad;:g' - g' the coadjoint

map,Åq , År the dual pairing between g and g', and i(6) the interior product.

  Under the assumption that M is simply connected, a hyper-Kahler moment map
always exists and is unique up to addition of a constant Åq E ImHX Z C ImH Åqi9 g',
where Z is the set of G-invariant elements of g'. The set pa'i(Åq) E M is invariant

under C-action for any C E ImHXZ. After choosing C E ImHXg", one defines the
hyper-Ka"hler quotient as
                            XÅq =p-i(C)/G

We are now ready to state the hyper-Kahler quotient construction.
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Fact 1-3[H-K-L-R]. Suppose that G acts freely on pawwi(Åq), then the hyper-Kahler
quotient p-i(Åq)/G =: Xc is a hyper-Kihler manifold. Moreover if G is compact
and M is complete, then XÅq is a cornplete hyper-Ka"hler n]anifold.

  Kronheimer constructed the family of hyper-IÅqtihler structures on minimal res-
o}utions of rational double points. Let F be a finite subgroup of SU(2). There is
the Ratural action of Il' on the quaternioR ee by the idexxtfic&tioR SU(2) :! Sp(1).

DeRete by R the fegglar represeRtatioR wlt5 tke invadant HermitiaR metstc. Thexx
ERd(R) Xc ee is regarded as a module over the guaternion oxx which r acts preserv-
ing its hyper-Kahler structure. Let M :=(End(R) XÅë K)r be the set of invariant

elements of End(R) XÅë H under the action of r. Denote by G the group of unitary
maps of R which are invauriant under the adjoint action of r. Then M is the module
over the quaternion on which the compact Lie group G acts so as to preserve the
hyper-Kahler structure.
  When we apply hyper-Kahler quotient construction on M and G, we obtain the
fo11owing Theorem by Kronheimer.

'I)heorem 1-4. Let M,G be ns before. Let pt be She hyper-Kiihler moment map
froin M te Imee Xg'. For geReric Åq E Im g Z, tke hyper-Kighler manifejd #-i(Åq)1C
is diffeomorphic to the minircal resojgtion efÅë2/r.
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              g2. HypER-KKIILER MANIFoLDs oF 'rypE /l.o

  Let V. be a irreducible representation of the circle group Si which is generated
by the function eine on Si. By the basis ei"e each V. rnay be regarded as the one

dimensional complex vector space C. Consider the following diagrm with all edges
doubled up and assigRed orientations beth ways :

---

an-2
-----+

Pn -- 2
Vn-1

ttl
- Vnfin-1

an
- Vn+1

fin

crn+1

------ ."
Pn+t

  where each arrow irnplies a
Denote by (an,Bn) an element
infinite dimensional medule

homomphism between irreducible representations.
of Hom(Y., V.+i) e Hom(V.+i, V.). Consider the

We define the

    H:ex ew Kom(V.,
         nGZ

Hilbert space M by

M= (an, fin)nez E H

Yng) e Hom( Vn", Yn)•

t 2Ian12 + IPn l2

nEZ

Åqoo )

Since M is a vector space over C, we have tl}e almost complex structure I on M
by the muÅíiplicatiofi of i. Axx almest cemplex structure J is defined by

When we set K
A == (An)nEz bY

Definition

J(cyn7 fin)nEz :=

= V, then M has

(";]-C\n*)nffZ'

a hyper-IÅq ahler structure,

           An-{Egr;21 li:ig:

2-1. We define the Hilbert manifold A2f by

Define

                          M:= A+McR

  An e}emeRt of M may be written as (an,6n)nEz where (cten, fin) =

fOr (xn,yn)nEz E M• Define the Hilbert space g by

g:={ (Cn)nEz E O u( Vn)
nEZ

I 2(1 + n2)l6n - en+il

  nEZ
Åq oo,

an element

An + (Xn, Yn)

 lim
lnI-oo

e. =o }.
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Definition 2-2. Define the Hilbert Lie group G by

            G:== { (ee" )nEz E .zzU( Vn) l (6n)nEz Eg }'

  The Lie algebra of the Hilbert Lie group G is the Hilbert space g. Since G is
the subgroup of Å~ U(V.), we have the action of G on H := O Hom(Vn,Vn+i)O
              nEZ                                                    nEZ
Hom(Vn+i, Vn). Then the Hilbert manifold 112f is invariant undrer the action of G.

•Hence we have the action of G on AZr. It is clear that the G acts on A2r preserving

the hyper-Kahler structure. Then there exists the hyper-IÅqahler moment map pt on
M for the action of G.

                          p:M- ImHXg'.
The map pt is described by

    Åq lti(g),Ci År=2 Åq (an'(rn - Pn5n' - ctzn-icvn-i' + fin-i'/3n-i), 6A År

                nEZ
                -Åq C:(A), e: År

   Åq paC(q), 6C År= Z) 2i Åq fi.a. - cv.-iB.-i, Cg År - Åq C.C(A), 6g År,

                nEZ
where q == (cten,,Bn)nEc E A2f, 4 = (ieA+J'4.'+kCLS').Ez E ImH(Ebg, CS =C.'+iCA`

and C.(A) : = CS(A) + C.(A)Cj' is a constant which does not depend on g E th.

We consider the following element en E ImHXg

                    ek == ( 8(i 'j ' k) tft hMer=w: iZe

                            '                                                                mDefinition 2-3. An element Åq E rn]HXg" is said to be nondegenerate if ÅíÅqi l
                                                               i=n
OE ImH for all nE Z,mE ZÅro, wh ere Åqi :==Åq Åq, eA" År -Åq C.(A), e# År.

  Form the definition of ", an inverse image pt-i(Åq) is invariant under the action
of G. So we have the quotient space Xc := pa-i(Åq)/G for C E ImH (D g'.

Theorem 2-4. The quotient space Xc :== pa-i(C)/G is a noncompact coinplete
hyper-Ka"hler 4 rnanifold for any nondegenerate element C E ImH X g'.

  It is natural that Xc in Teorem 2-4 is called a hyper-Kahler manifold of type
A.. by the following Theorem.

Theorem 2-5. Let XÅq be a hyper-Ki'hler manifold, of type A... Then there exist
submanifolds L. E Xc,n E Z such that
   (1) each L. is horneomorphic to the sphere S2
   (2) the inclusion .VzL. c Xc is a deformation retract.

   (3) each intersection number is given fpy

Lni.Ln2 =
- 2 if ni = n2,

1 if lni-n21=1
O otherwise ,
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  The intersection form of H(Xc,Z) can be interpreted as (-1) times of Cartan
matrix of type Aoo•

Sketch of a proof of Theorem 2-4. For any nondegenerate element Åq, we see that
pt-i(C) is a submanifold of IQ by using an implicit functin theorem. A key point

of a proof is an existence of a slice on p-i(Åq) for the action of G. Denote by Sg a
slice on g E pt-i(Åq). Then we have an othogonal decomposition

                        T,"-i(Åq) = TgSg + TgG(9),

where TgG(q) is the tangent space of G-orbit through g. By the action of G on

M, each element e E g defines a vector field Vc on M. So we define the map
dq :g. Tqth by
                          d,(4) := Ve(q) E T,A2r.

Consider the following diagram

o-----'ÅrgL' T,AZfL'g Tp(,)?V-o,

  where d"g is the differencial of the map pa at g. Let d; be the adjoint operator
of dq. Then the decomposition TgP-i(Åq) = TgSg + Tqag implies that

                          TgSg = IÅqerd; n Kerdpag.

We define the map Dg := d; + dug : TqA"4 - gO(ImHXg') or HXg", where the
image of the map dq is in the real part of HXg' and g is identified with g' by the
metric. Then the map Dg satisfies the followings,

   (1) Dg : Tgth --, HXg' is a linear operator between Hilbert spaces over H,

   (2) Dg is a Fredholm operator whose index is equal to 4 for all q E pt-i(C),

   (3) CokerD, == {O}.

We see that
                             Tq Sg = KerDg•

Hence dimRTgSg = indDg = 4. Since Dg is a linear operator over H, IÅqerDq
is a vector space over H. This implies that TgSg has a hyper-K5hler structure.
Let T denote a natural projectin from p-i(C) to XÅq :== "-i(C)/G. Then each
tangent space T.Xc may be considered as TgSg for T(g) = x. Hence Xc has an
almost hyper-Kahler structure. Finally we can prove that this almost hyper-Kahler
structure defines a hyper-Kahler structure.
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 93. HoLoMoRpmc DEscRIpTIN oF HypER-IÅq,kCHLER MANIFoms oF TypE A..

  We use the same notation as in section 2. In this sectin, we choose Åq G ig c
ImH x g", i.e., ÅqJ, ÅqK = o.

Preposkigit 3-1. Let XÅq be a hyper-Kal]jer maanifojds of type A.. and jeS L. be
submanifoids of XÅq,n E Z. Then there exists a compjex structttre l on Xc such
that each L. is a cornplex submanifold with repect to l.

  This proposition implies that XÅq has an infinite chain of rational curves. Since
ÅqC :xe ÅqJ+ÅqKi == e, we have alt inc}usion #-i(Åq) N ptÅë-i(e), where ptÅë :== ptJ-l- psKi•

By the explick descyiptieR ef the hyper-KEhler momeRt map pt, we see that

      xt6i (O) = { (an, Bn)nEz G th 1 13nan xe an-il3n-i, Vn E Z } •

We coRsider the following open $itbset pc-i(C)-i. c pac-i(gÅr,

    L`6'(O)+ :== { (an, /3n)nEz G It6i(O) I ian l2 + 113ni2 ik O, Vn E Z }

For simplicity, we assume that Åqi År O for all i E Z. Then we have a naturai inclusion

                          pt uai(Åq) g p.'i(e).•

Let aC denote the complexification of C. Then we have the map

                         e : XÅq - #Åë-i(o)-}./GC.

                            '
Theorem 3-2. pac-i(O)+/G is a compiex surface with a holornorphic symplectic

form dic. The rnap t : Xc - ptcwwi(O)+/GC is biholomorphic with respect to the

cornplex structure f on Xc. Moreover e'(dic) : wc.

                     g4. ELLIPTIC FIBaA'lrlONS AN9
             HypER-KKHLER MANIFoLDs oF TypE A.. AND D.

  Let (Xc,I) be a pair of a hyper-Kahler manifolds of type A.. .and a complex
structure in Proposition 3-1. Then we have three kind of actions on Xc.

   (1) the actioxx of Åë',

   (2År the action of an addklve greup Z,
   (3) the involution a.

At first we shall define the actioxx of C' on XÅq. Choose an element (an,fln)nez of
ptc--i (O)+ . Denote by [a.,fi.].ez the equivalent class of (a.,P.).Ez in XÅq. Then
the action ef Åë' is (lefiRe(l by

                          ip ; Åë" Å~ Xc . Xc

              ip(A• [ctn• g3nlnEz)n := ( Eil:e; iJi PO) l.i ll lll 8.

                                -l91-
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It is clear that this definition is well defined. Since the action of C' on Xc is
preserving the holomorphic symplectic form wc, we have the holomorphic moment
map Åë on Xc for the action of Åë'.

                             Åë:XÅq-C,

where Åë is censldered as tke dual sp&ce of tl}e Lie algebra of Åë. The map 9 ls
explic.kly described by
                         Åë([cyn, fi]nEz) == ae6e•

Secondly we shall define the action of Z on Xc. Consider the following map

                           f , ptc'i(o). - V

where V

map f.
X"c•

=e   nEZ
Denote

f((anl fin)nffZ) :==

Hem(Vn, Vn"D e Hom(Yn", Vn)

by .XtÅq the quotient

We define the map cb by

                            zh :

                    th([&n,3n]nEz)

Notiee that (a.-i,B.-i).ffz i$ an element

the following dia,gram:

 (-in'i a., niP.) if n År O,

 (ae,5e) ifn=O,
 (nia., -iR-i ?B,,) if n Åq e,

           . Let Y denote ghe image of ehe

space Y/GÅë. Then XÅq may be considered as

XÅq z XrÅq.

Xc-X'c,

  := [an-i,3n-ilnffz•

      of Y. The map ip is well expla!Red by

crn-2

Bn-2

an-3

Pn-3

Vve-1

Vn -1

an-1

Pn-1

an-2
+------

Bn-2

 Vn

uv

 Vn

an
+-L..-

Bn

an-t

Bn-i

Vn+1

Vn+1

dvn+1

Pn+1

crn

"-.op.

Pn

The actlon ofZon& is defined by
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                          n - ib" E Aut(Xc),

where n E Z. By the identificaton Xc Z XÅq, we have the action of (C' on Xc. Note

that 6na. = a..iP..i for all n E Z where (a., B.).Ez E Y This implies that the
holomorphic moment map Åë is invriant under the action of Z. Hence we have the
map fo : XÅqlbZ -- C for any positive integer b.

                         Åë:Xc - Xc/bZ

Set ZN :== { t E C 1 itl Åq 1 }. Then we shall show that Åë"(A) - A is
biholomorphic to the fibre space of elliptic curves of type Ib.

Proof of Main theorem. When t = doBo l O, we can define an invariant function

X by
                        x := (H nfn)(H Bn)-i•

                             nÅrO nÅqO
where each infinite product converges absolutely. By a simple calculation, we see
that (t,x) defines a local coordinate aroung a generic fibre Åë-i(t) of Xc for t f O.

Moreover any general fibre is written as Åë-i(t) ] (C' == { (t,x) l x E C' }.
The action of Z can be described as the following,

                          lb((t,x)) = (t,t-ix).

This implies that each general fibre Åë-i(t) is an elliptic curve C/(ZV=r+Zlogt).
In order to determine a special fibre Åë-i(O), we describe the infinite chain ofrationalc

curves in Theorem 3-1. Define L. by

      Ln := { [{fVn, Bn]nEz E -kc i at =O(i Åqn), B, = o(i År- o) }.

Each L. is well explained by the following diagram:

''' - Vn-i e- V. -g!'t+ V.+i cr-'+' •••
                Pn-1    Pn-2

  Then we have a holomorphic map L. - CPi by

                  [an, Bn]nEz - [I[I ai, H B,] E (Cpi.

                                iÅrn iÅqn

We can see that this map is bijective. Hence the infinite chain of rational curves
may be considered as L.,n E Z. By definition of zb, we have

                            V'(Ln) = Ln+i•
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Moreover we see that Q-i(O) == .vzL.. This irnplies that aspecial fibre fo-i(O) is a

circle of rational curves. Hence we can conclude that aswwi(ttÅrts) --ÅÄ A is biholomorphic

to the fibre space of elliptic curves of type lb. O

  Finally we shall define an involution a on Xc. Consider the following map
3 : V --, V defined by,

             3((an, fsen)n ffz)n := { [E-'3 ;J :i: [l::.--l)) ii li } g:

This map a is well understood by the following diagram;

    crn-•2
''' ec vai
    Sn •- 2

an-1 an= Yo = va
Bn-i en

U3

atl+1

- "•B.+1

     fi1 flo -fi-i -P-2''' = V-i = VO = Vi ut '''
    -- ct1 -ao a-1 cr pm2

  It is clear that 3 defines an involution a on XÅq. By using this involution a, we
obtaiR the fibre space of elliptic curves of type is'. It must be noted that a is a
hyper-Kghler isog}etry. ffence we have g hyper-Kghler orbifold XÅq/g. Tkis orbifold
XÅq!6 has twg ratioRal double poiRts of type Ai.

Theorem 4-1. ( hyper-K5hler manifolds oftype D.). Let rk be aminimal
resolution ofXc/a. Then .Slr hag a complete hyper-Ka"hler structure.
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Remark 4-2. A hyper-Kahker manifold .Xr has a infinite sequence of rational curves.

The dual graph of these rational curves coinsides with the following Dynkin diagram

of type Doo:

             C"XXNX...

                                -o--- • - - ••

Remark 4-3. Let D.. denote by the normalizer of the maximal torus of Sp(1).
When we conSider the Hilbert space L2(D..), we can construct a family of hyper-
Kahler manifolds by the hyper-Kahler quotient method. Then we can see that Xc/a

and X can be obtained as these hyper-Kahler quotient spaces which correspond to
L2(Doo)'

  Hence it is natural that X of Theorem 4.1 is considered as the hyper-IÅqahler
matiifold of type Doo•
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